
 
PRESS RELEASE 

IIT Hyderabad born startup CRIOT™ strikes a collaboration 

with Technocorpus Inc., Japan 

The fully sponsored research collaboration is going to set the stage 

for the manufacturing of IoT based smart home products 

 

HYDERABAD, 25th June 2020:  IIT Hyderabad born startup CRIOT Innovations has struck a 

fully sponsored research collaboration deal with Technocorpus, Tokyo, Japan. 

CRIOT Innovations is working on building Dynamic Smart Home products that adapt to 

user behavior. This collaboration with Technocorpus, an IoT company based in Japan is 

aimed to revolutionize the human authentication process using behavior and lifestyle 

monitoring.  

As a part of the collaborative project named MITHRA - CRIOT, CRIOT will be delivering its 

product named “CRIOT Interface”, which plays a crucial role in collecting data for the 

behavioral analysis of users. The data collected through the CRIOT Interface and 

MITHRA application will be used for Lifestyle Authentication Research in Yamaguchi-

Lab, Social ICT Research Center, the University of Tokyo. With enormous data generated 

during the project, CRIOT aims to progress its R&D on Machine Learning. 

The project involves 10 products and has started on June 15th extending up to 

September 24th for its phase 1. CRIOT is looking at a potential phase 2 for this project of 

250 products. 

Appraising the conscientious efforts of the CRIOT team, Prof. B. S. Murty, Director, IIT 

Hyderabad, said, “CRIOT-MITHRA Project addresses an important aspect of security as 

part of daily life, and I wish its successful implementation.  The project is also a 

remarkable milestone to further accelerate Indo-Japan collaborations in various 

dimensions.  The Market is global.  Having CRIOT as a good example, I wish other IIT 

Hyderabad born startups will also actively seek for an oversea collaboration and 

business opportunities as a part of their strategy.” 

Highlighting the importance of the collaboration of CRIOT with the Technocorpus, Mr. 

Varun Perumalla, Chief Executive officer & Co-Founder, CRIOT, a 3rd year Btech student 

at Engineering Science Department at IIT Hyderabad, said, “Amidst the Covid-19 

lockdown, work trends all over the world are shifting towards remote workforces, now 

more than ever the comfort and security at home is proving to be essential. Smart 

homes are not just luxury; they are now turning into a necessity to ensure the safety and 

security of our homes. Dynamic Smart Homes operate by themselves with minimal 



 
human interaction. The collaboration with Technocorpus is a promising opportunity to 

prove and further enhance the security feature of Dynamic Smart Homes.” 

Further Mr. Varun Perumalla said, “The company consists of some talented visionary 

leaders who have the vision to create a new wave of affordable home automation in 

the country. Our dedicated team is looking forward to future projects, and this 

collaboration with Technocorpus helps us evolve and grow at an increased pace." 

Highlighting the technical advancements of the CRIOT, Mr. Sai Mahidhar Vanumu, Chief 

Technological Officer & Co-Founder, CRIOT, a 3rd year Btech student at Engineering 

Science Department with Maths & Computing at IIT Hyderabad, said, “There is a myth 

among an average consumer that smart homes are the ones where devices often 

called smart devices can be controlled using smartphones. However, we at CRIOT 

believe the real automation is automating the IoT processes with AI-based context-

awareness. Automation goes way beyond controlling devices on your smartphone and 

this is what we want to achieve.  Our motto is "Delivering the real advantage of smart 

home automation." 

Speaking about his role in Collaboration of Technocorpus and CRIOT, Dr. Kotaro 

Kataoka, Associate Professor, Department of CSE, IIT Hyderabad, said, “Datasets 

collected through CRIOT Interface and MITHRA Application are highly complementary 

and promising to bring synergistic security and safety to daily life.  I am hoping that an 

innovative idea and solution will come out through this collaboration.” 

Future of CRIOT 

CRIOT aims to make this smart home automation available to the average consumer. In 

the future, we also intend to secure IoT devices from cyber-attacks using the latest 

technologies like block chain and AI.  

The unique features of the Dynamic Smart Homes made by CRIOT include: 

 Auto user-customized products requiring no manual interaction.  

 Supporting the safety of elderly people and children without breaching their privacy 

including: 

 Auto Lighting Adjustment system to optimize the lighting at home, 

 Anti-theft mode to secure homes, and 

 Many more. 

 Affordable, adaptable, well-connected system.   

### 

About IIT Hyderabad 

 

Indian Institute of Technology Hyderabad (IITH) is one of the six new Indian Institutes of 

Technology established by the Government of India in 2008. In a short span of around a 

decade, the institute built on an imposing 570-acre campus. It has been ranked among the top 

ten engineering institutes in India for five consecutive years in National Institute Ranking 

http://www.iith.ac.in/
https://www.nirfindia.org/Home


 
Framework (NIRF) released by the Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD), 

Government of India. The Institute was Ranked #8 in ‘Engineering’ category and Ranked #17 in 

‘Overall’ category in NIRF Rankings 2020 

 

The Institute was also ranked #10 in the first edition of Atal Ranking of Institutions on Innovation 

Achievements (ARIIA) introduced in 2019 by MHRD to systematically rank all major higher 

educational institutions and universities in India on indicators related to ‘Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship Development’ among students and faculties. IIT Hyderabad has been placed 

in 601-650 Ranking Band and secured 10th Position in India as per QS World University Rankings 

2021. The Research Output of the Institute was ranked as ‘Very High.’ The Institute was also 

ranked among the 10 Best Institutes in India. 

 

IIT Hyderabad has close to 211 full-time faculty, 2,869 students of whom 20 per cent are women, 

nearly 200 state-of-the-art laboratories and five research and entrepreneurship centers. The 

Institute has a strong research focus with more than Rs. 500 crore of sanctioned research funding 

while Ph.D. scholars account for about 30 per cent of total student strength. IITH students and 

faculty are at the forefront of innovation with more than 1,500 research publications and patent 

disclosures, 300 sponsored/consultancy projects and 50 industry collaborations. IITH has MoUs 

with 50 universities in the U.S., Japan, Australia, Taiwan and Europe. IITH has been pioneering 

change in pedagogy with fractal academic programs that atomizes course modules, 

encourage interdisciplinary learning spanning innovative technology, fundamental science, 

liberal arts and creative arts like photography, theatre and painting. 

 

Follow us on Twitter - @IITHyderabad 

 

Follow us on Facebook - @iithyderabad 
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